
Scope & 
Sequence Tot School

Week 1Week 1

January

February

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Mitten match; coloring sheets; snowflake dance and balance; color blue; snowflake 
matching cards; Q-tip mitten; winter bingo; winter maze; say and pretend: winter 
theme; build a snow globe; snow dough; snowflake puzzle; play tray: winter; tracing

Feed the snowman; tracing; say and pretend: snowman; snowman faces and 
buttons; coloring sheets; snowball fight; snowman face; snowman shape match; 
winter I Spy; connect the dots; snowman bowling; emotions; same or different

Edible bear; animal I Spy; say and pretend: arctic animals; maze; arctic animal 
yoga; tracing; play tray; penguin counting; penguin waddle; penguin dot; sing and 
dance; polar bear finger puppet; puzzle; coloring sheet; shape match; emotions

Say and pretend: winter sports; line tracing; broom hockey; winter sports book; 
shadow match; coloring sheet; sports bingo; maze; hot chocolate; sequence cards; 
play tray; color cup matching; play dough; puzzle

Paper bag groundhog; sing and dance; shadow match; color brown; shadow 
experiment; same or different; edible snack; maze; feed the groundhog; coloring 
sheet; groundhog mask; puzzle; say and pretend; I Spy; groundhog hat; tracing

Valentine’s Day monster; connect the dots; friendship bracelet; V-day match; V-day 
bubble science and numbers; friendship recipe; booklets; V-day cards; card match; 
tear and paste; play tray; coloring sheet; feed the love monster; stickers

Heart cookie cutter painting; numbers; cut and color; pink color items; heart slime; 
connect the dots; sticker hearts; I Spy; love bug match; heart book; heart crawl; 
emotion match; candy heart sort; coloring sheet; heart wreath; maze

Community helper bingo; guess and color; edible snack; booklets; puppets; thank 
you cards; helper hats; tracing; yoga; same or different; stop, go slow movement 
game; community vehicle colors; brushing teeth; coloring; teeth activities



March

April

May

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Transportation sort; dab sheet; pom pom transportation build; coloring sheet; car 
letter trace; matching; play tray; same or different; edible snack; puzzle; airplane 
cloud jump; transportation sizes; sing and do; counting; build a car; shape trace 
Color shamrocks sorting; counting booklet; scavenger hunt; color green; musical 
shamrocks; I’m luck to have you activity; stamping; coloring sheet; scavenger hunt; 
I spy; decorate a shamrock; puzzle; look and count; tracing; matching; cutting
Leprechaun puppets; 5 little leprechaun song; build a beard; sizes; build a trap; 
connect the dots; hat numbers; face drawing; leprechaun lookers; coloring sheet; 
emotions; color a donut; feed the leprechaun; worth more than gold; shapes
Rainbow salt tray; coloring sheet; matching; mixing; coffee filter rainbow; cutting; 
fruit loop fine motor; tracing; pop a rainbow; big and little rainbows; paper plate 
rainbow; color booklet; sorting; I spy; mess free rainbow; dot a rainbow

Egg hop; puzzle; color yellow; scavenger hunt; edible snack; dab sheet; egg match; 
Easter egg tracing; egg ramp; egg design; build a basket; color the matching egg; 
sink or float eggs; coloring page; sequencing; spot the difference
Pin the tail on the bunny; shapes; bunny ears headband; tracing; say and pretend 
bunny; count and color; puppet; bunny block count; maze; emotions; scissor skills; 
popsicle shapes; bunny jobs booklet; bunny sizes; I Spy

Newspaper Earth; coloring page; balloon Earth stamping; Earth Day booklet; 
headband; maze; patterns and textures; tracing; recycling sorting activity; coloring; 
puzzle; R is for recycle; net fishing recycled caps; matching; bingo; counting

Weather graph; connect the dots; say and pretend; spring dots; cloud and rain 
name; coloring; play dough weather; same or different; kite patterns; kite colors; 
puddle jumping; K is for kite; weather; design a kite; recycled kite; cloud maze

Build a flower; count and color; scavenger hunt; red things; flower name; match 
the flowers; counting; vase dots; puzzle; flower booklet; soda bottle flowers; 
coloring; egg carton flower painting; tracing; clothespin petals; scissor skills

Frog shape match; F is for frog; lily pad jumping; maze; frog dots; rhyme and dance; 
frog puppets; frog coloring; feed the frog; I Spy; sensory bin; frog on logs match; 
sequence cards; coloring; paper bag frog; same or different

Plant parts; find the garden tools; grow a seed; garden shapes; play tray; puzzle; 
edible snack; I Spy; say and pretend insects; ladybug sticker fine motor; bug rescue; 
bug booklet; bug hunt; wings or no wings; balloon bug tennis; coloring

Beaded butterfly; fuzzy caterpillar song; dancing; puzzles; build a butterfly; 
butterfly or not; edible snack; shadow match; pom pom stamp; count and circle; 
say and pretend; 10 little butterflies; butterfly life cycle; tracing; butterfly catch 
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July

August
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Week 3

Week 4
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Week 4

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Popsicle tear and paste; summer items or not; scavenger hunt; white things; 
sensory bottle; S is for sun; my pocket of sunshine; sing and dance; pom pom
painting; emotions; squish bag; coloring; say and pretend; big or small; matching
Camping items match; I Spy; cutting; shape tracing; counting cards; s’more song; 
edible craft; puzzle; jumping fish letters; colored fish; fish patterns; tracing; 
camping puppets; _ had a big tent; sequence cards; dab sheet
Build an ice cream cone; coloring; number order; tracing; edible craft; count and 
dot; sequence cards; maze; play tray; same or different; look and build cards; I is 
for ice cream; matching cards; number match; sprinkle tray; coloring
Baseball bingo; baseball booklet; balloon game; tic tac toe; shape match; take me 
out to the ball game; Homeplate hop; B is for baseball; emotion match; coloring; 
baseball lacing; sizes; find and match; tracing; say and pretend; shadow match

4th of July scavenger hunt; July booklet; bingo; J is for July 4th; freedom towers; 
puzzle; slime; count and color; edible craft; matching items; America bracelets; 4th

of July cards; tear and paste; sing and dance; chalk stars; coloring

Pirate headband; if you’re a pirate song; walk the plank; draw faces; buried 
treasure; emotions; patterns; P is for pirate; pirate shape match; counting; 
telescope; coloring; pirate play dough; connect the dots; say and pretend; I Spy

Memory game; bigger or smaller; food chain stack; tracing; feed the ocean animal; 
matching; counting; ocean animal yoga; swimmers vs. crawlers; puppets; tracing; 
edible shapes; patterns; handprint crabs; cutting

Dino bones match; color dinosaurs; build a dinosaur; sing and dance; heads and 
tails; coloring; salt dough fossil; dino dig tools booklet; play tray; counting; stomp 
shoes; puzzle; name build; tracing; number order; spot the difference

Purple shapes sort; line trace; scavenger hunt; color purple; paper shell necklace; 
count and color; matching cards; coloring; tail socks; mermaid match; soapy sea 
foam; sizes; puppets; puzzle; pattern match; tracing practice

Parts of a bee; dab sheet; pick up the pollen; find the letter; counting cards; 
shadow match; finger puppets; buzzing bumblebees; tic tac toe cards; coloring; 
honeybee shakers; bee keeping booklet; hive patterns; I Spy; handprint bees; maze

Space lining cards; puzzle; space bingo; coloring; edible constellations; star tracing; 
play dough; counting; space say and pretend; size sort; play tray; star sticker match; 
galaxy playdough; dab sheet; build a spaceship; draw an astronaut face

Pet items sorting; P is for pet; build a fish bowl; how to take care of a pet; frame 
counting; cat whiskers; guess the pet; cutting; say and pretend; coloring; pom pom
animal build; pet washing station; matching pets to homes; puppets; pet poems



September

October

November

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Red shapes; line trace; scavenger hunt; color red; name necklace; dab sheet; letters 
in my name sorting; name game; edible activity; coloring; crayons in a box; letter 
find and circle; cube names; highlighter name; post it name match; name count
I can draw myself; tracing; all about me dice; this is me song; game; things I like 
coloring; bingo; my feelings; family puppets; I like my family because…; play tray; 
cutting practice; family stack; coloring; family patterns; I Spy
School supplies play dough; tracing; tear and paste; shadow match; what’s in my 
backpack; same or different; How can I share?; coloring; good/bad choices sort; 
colors; rules booklet; count and color; letters; emotion match; puzzles; cutting
Apple shape and color match; apple dot; apple hat; coloring; edible activity; apple 
song; stamping; spot the difference; my apple seed; seed counting; color hop; A is 
for apple; apple wreath; maze; play tray; puzzle

Orange shapes sort; line trace; scavenger hunt; color orange; leaf puzzle; tracing; 
leaf hop; emotion match; sweeping leaves; count and color; tear and paste; 
coloring; leaf graph; shape coloring; leaf printing; same or different

Monster slime; candy sizes; edible activity; coloring page; emotion match; 
counting; candy grab; I Spy; candy lacing cards; tracing; pom pom painting; candy 
jar dab; paper bag monster; shadow match; paper plate monster; counting

Look and describe; things I like to do; play dough; F is for fall; sponge jack-o-
lantern; 10 little pumpkins song; cutting practice; puzzle; pumpkin sorting; 
sequence; counting seeds; maze; number order; P is for pumpkin; connect the dots

Build a spider play dough; same or different; bingo; Old McDonald song; mummy 
wrapping; coloring; play tray; black cat dab; say and pretend; count and circle; 
spider shape hat; matching; cup stacking; puzzle; Frankenstein tracing; size sort

Brown shapes; line trace; scavenger hunt; color brown; build a scarecrow; songs; 
counting; cutting practice; emotion match; drawing emotions; coloring sheet; 
scarecrow dice; design a scarecrow hat; play dough; spot the difference 

Turkey feather name; T is for turkey; fine motor skills; puzzle; turkey booklet; maze; 
feed the turkey; I Spy; turkey headband; songs; popsicle shapes; cutting practice; 
edible activity; puzzles; letter spin; turkey match

Look and describe cards; shadow match; puppets; song; say and pretend; farm 
animal or not?; play tray; tracing; animal babies match; connect the dots; corn 
shaker; patterns; corn shapes; find the match; feed the animals; coloring page

Turkey balance; count and color; food hop; match the other half; sink or float; food 
I like; sequence cards; coloring; bingo; feather trace; thankful for you cards; F is for
family; play dough; pilgrim faces; memory cards; puzzle



December

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 1
Silver shapes sort; line trace; scavenger hunt; color silver; gold shapes; tracing;
color gold; elves booklet; dot to dot; elf hats; coloring; elf emotion match; elf faces; 
hide the elf; puzzle
Pin the tail on the reindeer; R is for reindeer; build a reindeer; tracing; shape 
match; reindeer parts; find and match; same or different; edible craft; dot to dot; 
ten frame counting; maze; patterns; counting; roll a reindeer; shadow match
Gumdrop shapes; button trace and sort; I Spy; gingerbread numbers; 10 little 
gingerbread song; cookie cutter art; puzzle; tear and paste; coloring; trace tray; 
match the other half; puppets; booklet; play dough; spot the difference
Christmas play dough; cutting; candy cane fruit loops; tracing; ornament hop; light 
sizes; scoop the ornaments; dot to dot; Christmas tree name; C is for Christmas; 
bingo; decorate the ornament; Christmas tree balance; emotions; coloring
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